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Abstract
The notions “recursively enumerable” and “recursive” are the basic notions of e-ectivity in
classical recursion theory. In computable analysis, these notions are generalized to closed subsets
of Euclidean space using their metric distance functions. We study a further generalization of
these concepts to subsets of computable metric spaces. It appears that di-erent characterizations,
which coincide in case of Euclidean space, lead to di-erent notions in the general case. However,
under certain additional conditions, such as completeness and e-ective local compactness, the
situation is similar to the Euclidean case. We present all results in the framework of “Type-2
Theory of E-ectivity” which allows to express e-ectivity properties in a very uniform way:
instead of comparing properties of single subsets, we compare corresponding representations
of the hyperspace of closed subsets. Such representations do not only induce a concept of
computability for single subsets, but they even yield a concept of computability for operations
on hyperspaces, such as union, intersection, etc. We complete our investigation by studying the
special situation of compact subsets.
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1. Introduction
In classical recursion theory a subset A⊆N is called recursive, if there exists an
algorithm which decides, whether a given number k ∈N is in A or not, and A is called
recursively enumerable (r.e.), if there exists an algorithm that lists all numbers k ∈A,
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Fig. 1. cfA and dA for A= [0; 1].
see e.g. [18]. A generalization of these notions to subsets of Euclidean space has
been studied in computable analysis, see [10] for a survey and further references to
the literature. Computable analysis is the theory of computable functions and subsets
of Euclidean space and other topological spaces [26]. The basic idea, which goes
back to Turing’s famous paper [24], is to use Turing machines to describe com-
putability: a function is called computable if each approximation of the output can
be computed from an approximation of the input. Beginning in the 1950s, computable
analysis has been further developed by Grzegorczyk [13], Lacombe [16], Banach and
Mazur [17], Pour-El and Richards [19], Kreitz and Weihrauch [15], Ko [14] and many
others.
A basic observation of computable analysis shows that computable functions are
necessarily continuous: in order to compute an approximation of the output from an
approximation of the input, each approximation of the output has at least to depend
on an approximation of the input. Consequently, in case of a connected metric space
M , the characteristic function
cf A : M → R; x →
{
0 if x ∈ A;
1 otherwise
of a subset A⊆M can only be (and actually is) computable in the trivial cases A= ∅
or A=M . Thus, at least for connected metric spaces (M; d), it makes no sense to
deJne recursive subsets via computability of their characteristic functions. Instead of
this, the idea in computable analysis, which goes back to constructive analysis [2],
is to consider the distance function dA :M→R, deJned by dA(x) := inf a∈A d(x; a), as
a continuous substitute for the characteristic function. Fig. 1 shows cf A and dA for
the interval A= [0; 1]⊆R=M (with Euclidean metric d).
If we deJne recursive subsets to be those subsets whose distance function is com-
putable, then we obtain a reasonable generalization of the classical concept of recur-
siveness. Especially, a subset A⊆N is recursive in the classical sense, if and only if it
is recursive, considered as a subset of the real numbers [10]. Of course, recursiveness
of subsets A⊆R does no longer correspond to the intuition of decidability (in the
sense that we can algorithmically decide whether a point belongs to the set or not).
However, a recursive closed subset A⊆M is decidable “up to equality on the real
numbers,” since x∈A, if and only if dA(x)= 0. As in [10], we will restrict our inves-
tigation to closed subsets (and the special case of compact subsets) since the distance
function of an arbitrary subset coincides with the distance function of its closure.
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The distance function of a subset can also be used to deJne the weaker e-ectivity
concepts of a recursively enumerable and a co-recursively enumerable closed subset.
In [10] it has been proved that for a non-empty closed subset A⊆Rn the following
conditions are equivalent (even e-ectively):
(1) {w |A∩ Iw 	= ∅} is recursively enumerable,
(2) dA :Rn→R is upper semi-computable,
(3) range(f) is dense in A for a computable f :N→Rn.
Here, Iw denotes rational open balls B(x; r) in some standard notation. A function
is called upper semi-computable, roughly speaking, if we can compute all rational
upper bounds of the distance [10,26]. If one of these conditions holds, the set A⊆Rn
is called recursively enumerable. Moreover, the following conditions are equivalent
too:
(1) {w |A∩ Iw = ∅} is recursively enumerable,
(2) dA :Rn→R is lower semi-computable,
(3) A=f−1{0} for some computable function f :Rn→R,
(4) Ac = dom(f) for a strongly computable f :⊆Rn→N,
(5) Ac =
⋃
w∈B Iw for some recursively enumerable set B⊆∗.
If one of these conditions hold, the set A is called co-recursively enumerable. Here,
Iw denotes rational closed balls LB(x; r) and lower semi-computable functions are de-
Jned analogously to upper semi-computable functions (with lower bounds instead
of upper bounds). The inclusion symbol “⊆” indicates in (4), as well as in the
following, that f might be a partial function. By Ac we denote the complement
of a set A. Finally, it has been shown in [10] that a closed subset A⊆Rn is re-
cursive, if and only if it is recursively enumerable and co-recursively enumerable.
Moreover, the notions “recursively enumerable” and “co-recursively enumerable”
generalize the corresponding classical notions in the same sense as the notion
“recursive” does.
In the present paper, we investigate which of the above characterizations can be
carried over to the case of arbitrary separable metric spaces. More precisely, we will
restrict ourselves to computable metric spaces which are, roughly speaking, separable
metric spaces with a computable metric. Some of the notions mentioned above have
already been considered in the context of metric spaces, cf. for instance [28,3]. The
results presented in Section 3 imply the following corollaries: in case of the r.e. closed
sets, the equivalence of (1) and (2) holds in the general case too, while the equivalence
of (2) and (3) does hold at least for complete spaces (but not in general); in case of
the co-r.e. closed subsets, the equivalence of (3), (4) and (5) holds in general, while
(1) and (2) are equivalent to these conditions only under the additional assumption of
e-ective local compactness.
We embed our studies in a more comprehensive theory, “Type 2 Theory of E-ec-
tivity” (TTE), where not only computable objects but complete computability theories
are deJned on the full sets under consideration, e.g., on the set of real numbers, the
set of continuous functions, the set of closed subsets or the set of compact subsets
of metric spaces [26]. In many situations this more comprehensive view gives much
deeper insights, admits to prove more general and powerful theorems and has the ad-
ditional advantage that topological aspects (“approximation”) can be separated clearly
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from computational ones. In Section 4, we will complete our investigation by studying
the special situation of compact subsets.
2. Preliminaries
For the following we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of
Type-2 Theory of E-ectivity [26]. We will essentially use the notations which have
been introduced in [10] and we will brieMy recall some additional concepts. For any
undeJned notions and notations the reader should consult [10]. For the following we
assume that Qn :⊆∗→Qn is some standard notation of the set Qn of n-tuples of
rational numbers. For short we will also write Q in the one-dimensional case and
Lw := Q(w) for w∈∗.
Denition 2.1 (Computable metric space). The tuple (M; d; Q; ) is said to be a com-
putable metric space, if and only if (M; d) is a metric space,  :⊆∗→Q is a notation
of some set Q⊆M which is dense in M and the following two sets are r.e.:
(1) D¿ := {(u; v; w)∈ (∗)3 | Q(w)¿d((u); (v))}.
(2) D¡ := {(u; v; w)∈ (∗)3 | Q(w)¡d((u); (v))}.
Computable metric spaces are synonymously called recursive metric spaces. Typical
examples of computable metric spaces are the following:
(1) (Euclidean space) (Rn; dRn ;Qn; Qn),
(2) (Rational space) (Q; dQ;Q; Q),
(3) (Cantor space) (!; d! ; ∗0!; ∗),
(4) (Baire space) (NN; dNN ;N∗0!; N∗),
(5) (Function space) (C[0; 1]; dsup;QPG; Q PG),
(6) (Hyperspace) (K∗; dH;Q; Q).
Here dRn(x; y) := maxi=1; :::; n |xi−yi| denotes the maximum metric, dQ its restriction to
the rationals, dsup denotes the supremum metric, QPG the set of rational polygons with
a corresponding notation Q PG and dH the Hausdor- metric on the space of non-empty
compact subsets K∗. Some of these spaces will be considered later on with precise
deJnitions, cf. also [25,26,5].
For the following we assume that (M; d; Q; ) is some Jxed computable metric space,
provided that no other space is given explicitly. For any x∈M and ¿0 let
B(x; ) := {y ∈ M |d(x; y) ¡ } and LB(x; ) := {y ∈ M |d(x; y)6 }
denote the open and closed balls with center x and radius , respectively. By LA we
denote the topological closure of a subset A⊆M . Note that B(x; )⊆ LB(x; ) holds in
general, while equality does only hold in special cases. The set B := {B(x; ) | x∈Q;
∈Q+} is a basis of the topology M on M that is induced by the distance function d.
Here, Q+ denotes the set of positive rational numbers. Let the notation I :⊆∗→B of
B be deJned by I〈v; r〉 :=B((v); Lr) for any v∈ dom() and r ∈ dom(Q). We use Iw as
an abbreviation for I(w). Analogously, let Îw denote the closed ball LB((v); Lr) (where
w= 〈v; r〉). Occasionally, we say that “Iw denotes the ball B((v); Lr)” if w= 〈v; r〉. For
technical reasons we assume that the words w∈ dom(I) do not contain the symbols
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“(”, “)” and “#”. The notation I yields an example (M; I) of a computation space,
which is roughly speaking a set M together with a notation I of properties. Typically,
one considers properties which identify points [10] (the corresponding concept has been
called e9ective topological space in [26]). Each computation space with properties
which identify points induces a standard representation.
Denition 2.2 (Standard representation). Let (X; ) be a computation space where 
:⊆∗→ 2X additionally identiJes points. The standard representation  :⊆!→X is
deJned by
(p) = x : ⇔ {w ∈ ∗ | x ∈ (w)} = {w | “(w)” is a subword of p}:
We tacitly assume that the words w∈ dom() do not contain the symbols “(”, “)”.
Here, a word v is called a subword of a sequence p, if there exists a word u and a
sequence q such that p= uvq. For the following we will assume that  := I :⊆!→M
is the standard representation of our Jxed computable metric space (M; d; Q; ), induced
by the notation I as deJned above. It is known that  is closely related and in typical
cases even computably equivalent to the so-called Cauchy representation of M (cf.
[26, Theorem 8.1.4]). By "n we denote the standard representation of Rn which is
induced by the computable metric space (Rn; dRn ;Qn; Qn).
We recall from [10] or [26] that in general a representation of a space X is a
surjective mapping  :⊆!→X . If ; ′ are representations of X; Y , respectively, then
a (partial) function f :⊆X →Y is called (; ′)-computable, if there exists a Turing
machine which computes a function F :⊆!→! on Cantor space ! that real-
izes f with respect to the corresponding representations, i.e., f(p)= ′F(p) for all
p∈ dom(f). This concept can straightforwardly be extended to higher arities. If the
identity id :X →Y is (; ′)-computable, then we say that  is reducible to ′. We use
a corresponding concept of (; ′)-continuity and continuous reducibility. The notations
6;6t are used for computable, continuous reducibility, respectively, and the notations
≡;≡t for the corresponding equivalences (for details see [10,26]).
It is easy to see that, given an -name of some p∈Q, we can compute a corre-
sponding -name, which is denoted by 6. Moreover, for computable metric spaces
(M; d; Q; ) the distance d :M ×M→R is always (; ; ")-computable [26].
Whether two balls in Euclidean space are disjoint or included in each other can be
directly concluded by comparing the centers and radii. In general, metric spaces can
be quite complicated such that these properties are much more diQcult to recognize.
Therefore, we will explicitly use some formal properties of balls, expressed in the
following lemma (comparable properties have already been used by other authors, cf.
[23]).
Lemma 2.3 (Formal properties). The following sets are recursively enumerable:
(1) (Non-totality) DM := {w |w∈ dom(I) and Îw 	=M},
(2) (Disjointness) D∩ := {(〈c0; r0〉; 〈c1; r1〉) |d((c0); (c1))¿r0 + r1},
(3) (Inclusion) D⊆ := {(〈c0; r0〉; 〈c1; r1〉) |d((c0); (c1)) + r0¡r1}.
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We omit the easy proof which follows directly from the fact that (M; d; Q; ) is
a computable metric space. It is helpful to notice that for Euclidean space (Rn; dRn ;
Qn; Qn) the following identities hold:
D∩ = {(w0; w1) | Îw0 ∩ Îw1 = ∅} and D⊆ = {(w0; w1) | Iw0 ⊆ Iw1}:
Thus, over arbitrary computable metric spaces, D∩ expresses the property of formal
disjointness (of closed balls) and D⊆ the property of formal inclusion (of open balls).
In general, formal disjointness implies disjointness, and formal inclusion implies inclu-
sion, but not vice versa.
Some of our results require special compactness properties of the metric space (M; d).
We express these properties in the following deJnition.
Denition 2.4 (Nice and compact closed balls). We say that the metric space (M; d)
or the computable metric space (M; d; Q; ) has
(1) nice closed balls, if and only if LB(x; r)=M or LB(x; r) is compact for all x∈M
and r ∈R, r¿0,
(2) compact closed balls, if and only if the ball LB(x; r) is compact for all x∈M and
r ∈R, r¿0.
Nice closed balls have been introduced by Beer [1]. He has proved that a metric space
has a compatible metric with nice closed balls, if and only if it is locally compact.
Related e-ectivity questions have been studied in [5]. Here we state some characteri-
zations and properties of metric spaces with nice or compact closed balls.
Proposition 2.5. (1) (M; d; Q; ) has compact closed balls, if and only if for any
x∈Q and r ∈Q+, LB(x; r) is compact.
(2) (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls, if and only if for any x∈Q and r ∈Q+, LB(x; r)
is either compact or <lls the space (i.e., LB(x; r)=M).
(3) (M; d) has compact closed balls if and only if any closed and bounded set is
compact.
(4) (M; d) with |M |¿1 has nice closed balls, if and only if the following holds:
a closed set A⊆M is compact, if and only if there exist n∈N, x0; : : : ; xn ∈Q,
r0; : : : ; rn ∈Q+ such that
A ⊆
n⋃
i=0
LB(xi; ri) and LB(xi; ri) 	= M for each i = 0; 1; : : : ; n:
(5) Any space (M; d) that has nice closed balls is complete.
The proofs are straightforward. Besides the purely topological compactness properties
stated in DeJnition 2.4, we will sometimes use the following additional e-ectivity
properties.
Denition 2.6 (E-ectivity properties). The computable metric space (M; d; Q; ) is said
to fulJll
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(1) the e9ective covering property, if and only if the following set is recursively
enumerable: {(w; (w0# · · · #wn)) | n∈N; Îw ⊆
⋃n
i=0 Iwi},
(2) the e9ective di9erence property, if and only if the following set is recursively enu-
merable: {(w; (v0# · · · #vn); (w0# · · · #wk)) | n; k ∈N; Iw ∩ (
⋃n
i=0 Îvi\
⋃k
j=0 Iwj) 	= ∅}.
Finally, we will say for short that a metric d is isolated, if and only if all points in
range(d)\{0}⊆R are isolated (with respect to the Euclidean metric). In other words:
if d is isolated, then the only possible accumulation point of range(d) is 0.
3. Representations of closed subsets
In this section, we will deJne and compare several representations of the hyperspace
A := {A⊆M |A closed} of closed subsets of M . Since M has a countable base, the
set A has at most the cardinality of the continuum and thus, A can be represented,
which simply means that there exists some surjection  :⊆!→A. This is one of the
reasons why it makes sense to restrict the investigation of e-ectivity properties to the
hyperspace of closed subsets; the power set 2M is too large in general. All representa-
tions in this section are deJned as generalizations of the corresponding representations
for Euclidean space [10] (besides the SierpiRnski representation).
3.1. De<nitions of representations of closed subsets
We start with a deJnition of some standard representations which are derived from
computation spaces. The deJnition is based on the idea that a closed set A can be
characterized by the set of all open “rational” balls Iw which intersect the set, as well
as by all closed “rational” balls Îw which do not intersect the set. The Jrst property
corresponds to a “positive representation” since each open ball intersecting the set,
indicates that there is a point of the set within this ball. On the other hand, the second
property corresponds to a “negative representation” since each closed ball included
in the complement of the set, indicates certain points outside the set. The intuition
of “positive” and “negative” information can be very helpful in understanding the
following concepts.
Denition 3.1 (Standard representations of closed sets). Let the computation spaces
(A; ¡), (A; ¿) and (A; =) be deJned by
(1) A∈ ¡(w) :⇔A∩ Iw 	= ∅,
(2) A∈ ¿(w) :⇔A∩ Îw = ∅,
(3) A∈ =(0#w) :⇔A∩ Iw 	= ∅, A∈ =(1#w) :⇔A∩ Îw = ∅
for all w∈ dom(I) and A∈A. Let ¡; ¿; = :⊆!→A denote the induced standard
representations.
Intuitively, ¡(p)=A holds if p is an (encoded) “list of all open rational balls”
which intersect A. Correspondingly ¿(p)=A holds if p is an (encoded) “list of
all closed rational balls” which do not intersect A and =(p)=A holds, if p is a
list which includes both types of information. Since metric spaces are T3-spaces and
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the properties given by ¡; ¿; = identify points it follows that the corresponding
standard representations are well deJned. The following proposition shows that ¡
and ¿ actually induce di-erent concepts of e-ectivity and that = is the inJmum
¡  ¿ of ¡ and ¿ in the lattice of representations with respect to computable
reducibility.
Proposition 3.2. (1) ¡ 	6t¿ and ¿ 	6t¡,
(2) =≡ ¡  ¿.
For the easy proof see [10]. In the next deJnition, we introduce representations
of closed subsets via their distance functions dA :M→ LR, where LR :=R∪{−∞;∞}
is the set of extended real numbers. For non-empty closed subsets A⊆M we de-
Jne dA(x) :=d(x; A) := inf{d(x; a) | a∈A} and for technical reasons we let d∅ :M→ LR;
x →∞. Since LA=d−1A {0} for any set A⊆M , closed sets can actually be character-
ized by their distance functions. We will use a standard representation )!! of the set of
continuous functions F :⊆!→! with G-domain [26] to deJne representations
of the hyperspace A with the help of realizations of distance functions.
Denition 3.3 (Representations of closed sets by distance functions). Let the repre-
sentations ¿dist ; 
¡
dist ; 
=
dist :⊆!→A be deJned by
(1) ¡dist(p)=A :⇔ )!!p is a (; "¿)-realization of dA :M→ LR,
(2) ¿dist(p)=A :⇔ )!!p is a (; "¡)-realization of dA :M→ LR,
(3) =dist(p)=A :⇔ )!!p is a (; L")-realization of dA :M→ LR,
for all p∈! and A∈A.
Here, "¿, "¡ and L" denote certain standard representations of LR, which roughly
speaking represent real numbers by upper, lower rational bounds and rational intervals,
respectively [10,26]. The corresponding representations of R are denoted by "¿; "¡; ",
respectively. The next proposition shows that =dist is the inJmum of the representations
¿dist and 
¡
dist in the lattice of representations with respect to (computable) reduction.
Proposition 3.4. =dist ≡ ¿dist  ¡dist.
For a proof see [10]. In the following deJnition we introduce some further represen-
tations of closed subsets. For the deJnition we use some standard notation N of the
natural numbers N, as well as a standard representation )!∗ of the set of continuous
functions F :⊆!→∗ (with open domains). The only representation which has not
been deJned (and motivated) in [10] is the Sierpi>nski representation Sierpi Rnski. It is
inspired by an idea of Matthias SchrSoder (personal communication) and deJned via
the characteristic function cf A :M→R, as deJned in the introduction. The SierpiRnski
topology {∅; {1}; {0; 1}} is the subspace topology induced by "¡ on {0; 1}.
Denition 3.5 (Further representations of closed sets). Let the representations union,
Jber, range, dom, Sierpi Rnski :⊆!→A be deJned by
(1) union(p)=A :⇔Ac =
⋃ {Iw | “(w)” is subword of p},
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(2) Jber(p)=A :⇔ )!!p is a (; ")-realization of a function f :M→R such that f−1
{0}=A,
(3) range(p)=A :⇔ (either A 	= ∅ and )∗!p is a (N; )-realization of a total function
f :N→M such that range(f) is dense in A) or (A= ∅ and )∗!p (w)= #! for all
w∈ dom(N)),
(4) dom(p)=A :⇔ )!∗p is a strong (; N)-realization of a function, f :⊆M→N such
that dom(f)=Ac,
(5) Sierpi Rnski(p)=A :⇔ )!!p is a (; "¡)-realization of cf A :M→R
for any p∈! and A∈A.
It is straightforward to see that all these representations are actually surjective: in
case of (1) this follows from the fact that all open sets can be represented as union
of balls from the basis B, in case of (2) it suQces to know that in metric spaces
all closed sets are functionally closed (for instance d−1A {0}=A), in case of (3) this
follows from the fact that subspaces of separable spaces are separable again, in case of
(4) this follows from the fact that the strongly (; N)-continuous functions are exactly
those with open domains and in case of (5) it is obvious that A → cf A is injective. In
the Euclidean case the following equivalences have been proved in [10].
Theorem 3.6. For the Euclidean space (Rn; dRn ;Qn; Qn) the following holds:
(1) ¡≡ ¡dist ≡ range,
(2) ¿≡ ¿dist ≡ Jber ≡ dom ≡ union,
(3) =≡ =dist.
One aim of this paper is to investigate which of these equivalences can be trans-
ferred to the general metric case. In the following section, we will study the “positive”
representations listed in (1) and in the next section the “negative” representations listed
in (2) (and the SierpiRnski representation).
3.2. Positive representations of closed subsets
Our Jrst result shows that a ¡dist-name, i.e., a “program” for the distance function of a
set A, which computes upper bounds of the distance, contains the same computationally
accessible information on A as a ¡-name, i.e., a list of all “rational” open balls
which intersect A. For the proofs we will frequently use utm- and smn-theorems for
the representations )ab ([26, Theorem 2.3.13]).
Theorem 3.7. ¡dist ≡ ¡.
Proof. “¡dist6
¡”: Let A∈A and p∈! be such that ¡dist(p)=A. Thus, )!!p is a
(; "¿)-realization of the distance function dA. For any v∈ dom(), r ∈ dom(Q),
A ∩ B((v); Lr) 	= ∅ ⇔ dA((v)) ¡ Lr:
Since 6 and because of the utm-theorem for )!! we can conclude that there exists a
computable function F :⊆!→! such that for any p∈ dom(¡dist) with ¡dist(p)=A,
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the value F(p) is a list of all words w∈ dom(I) for which A∩ Iw 	= ∅ holds. Thus,
¡F(p)= ¡dist(p) for any p∈ dom(¡dist).
“¡6¡dist”: Let A∈A and p∈! be such that ¡(p)=A and let x∈M and q∈!
with (q)= x∈M . For any ∈Q+ the following holds:
dA(x) ¡ 
⇔ (∃c ∈ Q; r ∈ Q+)(B(c; r) ∩ A 	= ∅ and d(x; c) + r ¡ )
⇔ (∃w; w′)(“(w)” is subword of p; “(w′)” is subword of q;
Iw denotes B((v); Lr); Iw′ denotes B((v′); r′); v = v′ and r′ = − Lr):
The Jrst equivalence can easily be proved and the second one can be obtained by
applying the deJnitions of ¡ and . We can conclude that there exists a com-
putable function H :⊆!×!→! with the following characteristic: for any input
(p; q)∈!×!, H (p; q) is a list of all words w∈ dom(Q) for which dA((q))¡ Lw
holds, i.e., "¿H (p; q)=dA((q)). By the smn-theorem for )!! there is a computable
function F :!→! such that H (p; q)= )!!F(p)(q). Thus, dA is (; "¿)-realized by
)!!F(p).
The following theorem shows that the information which is included in an enu-
meration of a dense subset of a closed set A can be translated into the positive in-
formation on A. On the other hand, the positive information contained in ¡-names
cannot be used to determine a single point of A in general. However, for complete
metric spaces this is possible. We formulate the result in a slightly more general way
by considering complete subsets instead of complete spaces (this generalization can
be applied in Theorem 4.12 in the special case of compact subsets). Therefore, let
Acpl := {A∈A |A is complete} be the set of closed subsets of M which are complete
subspaces.
By f|Z we denote the restriction of a function f :⊆X →Y in the image to a subset
Z ⊆Y . For the counterexample we will use the space of rational numbers Q endowed
with the Euclidean metric d :Q×Q→R, (x; y) → |x − y|. It is easy to show that
(Q; dQ;Q; Q) is a computable metric space (which is not complete).
Theorem 3.8. (1) range6¡dist.
(2) ¡|Acpl6range|Acpl .
(3) For (Q; dQ;Q; Q), ¡ 	6trange.
Proof. (1) “range6¡dist”: We claim that for all p; q∈ dom() and ∈Q+ the following
holds:
d((p); (q)) ¡ ⇔ (∃u; v)(“(u)” is subword of p; Iu denotes B(x1; r1);
“(v)” is subword of q; Iv denotes B(x2; r2);
d(x1; x2) + r1 + r2 ¡ ):
The proof is straightforward (since Q is dense in M).
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Let A∈A and range(p)=A, i.e., )∗!p is a (N; )-realization of a function f :N→M
such that range(f) is dense in A. Otherwise (for A= ∅), )∗!p (w)= #! for any w∈ dom
(N) and we deJne f :⊆N→M to be the nowhere deJned function. Now,
dA((q)) ¡ Lw
⇔ (∃a ∈ A)d((q); a) ¡ Lw
⇔ (∃k)d((q); f(k)) ¡ Lw
⇔ (∃y)d((q); )∗!p (y)) ¡ Lw and y ∈ dom(N)
⇔ (∃y; u; v)(“(u)” is subword of q; Iu denotes B(x1; r1);
y ∈ dom(N); “(v)” is subword of )∗!p (y); Iv denotes B(x2; r2)
and d(x1; x2) + r1 + r2 ¡ Lw):
The second equivalence follows because of dA=drange(f), the last one by the claim
above. Using the utm-theorem and the fact that (M; d; Q; ) is a computable metric
space, there is a computable function H :⊆!×!→! such that for any input
(p; q)∈!×! the result is a list of all w∈ dom(Q) satisfying dA((q))¡ Lw, i.e.,
"¿H (p; q)=dA((q)). By the smn-theorem there is a computable function F :!→!
such that H (p; q)= )!!F(p)(q). Thus dA is strongly (; "¿)-realized by )
!!
F(p). Hence
¡distF(p)= range(p) for any p∈ dom(range).
(2) “¡|Acpl6range|Acpl ”: Using the fact that (M; d; Q; ) is a computable metric
space, this can be proved as in the Euclidean case, see [8,10].
(3) “For (Q; dQ;Q; Q), ¡ 	6trange”: Let us assume that ¡6trange. Then there is a
continuous function G :⊆!→! such that rangeG(p)= ¡(p) for all p∈ dom(¡).
Let w∈ dom(N) with N(w)= 0. By the utm-theorem for )∗! the function F :⊆!→
!, deJned by F(p) := )∗!G(p)(w) is continuous and we obtain F(p)= )
∗!
G(p)(w)∈ ¡
(p) for all p∈ dom(¡) with ¡(p) 	= ∅. Now we construct a name p∈ dom(¡) with
¡(p)=Q such that for all n¿1 there is some Jnite preJx wnp with F(wn!)⊆
Q\Q(n). Here,
Q(n) :=
{
k
l
∣∣∣∣ k ∈ Z; l ∈ {1; : : : ; n}
}
for all n∈N with n¿1. We obtain F(p) =∈ dom() which is a contradiction!
For the construction of p let q∈ dom(¡) with ¡(q)=Q. Without loss of gen-
erality, we can assume that q=(u0)(u1) : : : with ui ∈ dom(I). We deJne p as the
limit of an inductively deJned sequence w0w1 : : : with w0 := (u0). Let us assume
that wn=(an0) : : : (ankn) with anj ∈ dom(I) is already deJned. For each j=0; : : : ; kn
we choose some rational number r(n; j)∈ Ianj\Q(n+1). The Jnite set An := {r(n; 0); : : : ;
r(n; kn)} is closed and it admits a ¡-name pn ∈wn!, i.e., ¡(pn)=An. Since
F(pn)∈An⊆Q\Q(n+1) and F is continuous, there is some Jnite preJx bnpn with
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F(bn!)⊆Q\Q(n+1). We can assume without loss of generality that wn bn and we
deJne wn+1 := bn(un). The construction guarantees that for each n∈N:
(a) wnwn+1,
(b) F(wn!)⊆Q\Q(n),
(c) (∀n) “(un)” is a subword of wn+1.
Because of (a) the limit p := limn→∞ wn exists and because of (c) we obtain ¡(p)
=Q. Property (b) leads to the contradiction!
The intuition of the construction of the counterexample in (3), which is due to
Brattka and Hertling [8], is as follows: any potential “algorithm” which tries to deter-
mine some point of a closed set A⊆Q from some ¡-name of A, can be forced to
select some irrational number for some valid input.
3.3. Negative representations of closed subsets
In this subsection, we study the “negative” representations of the set of closed sub-
sets. While ¿ can be reduced to ¿dist, the inverse reduction holds only under additional
assumptions. For a counterexample we will use the function space (C[0; 1]; dsup;QPG;
Q PG), where C[0; 1] denotes the set of continuous functions f : [0; 1]→R, dsup
the supremum metric, deJned by dsup(f; g) := supx∈[0;1] |f(x)−g(x)| and QPG denotes
the set of rational polygons with a corresponding standard notation Q PG . Actually, the
proof of (3) is postponed to Theorem 3.15(3) which will be proved independently.
Theorem 3.9. (1) ¿6¿dist.
(2) If (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls or d is isolated, then ¿dist6
¿.
(3) For the function space (C[0; 1]; dsup;QPG; Q PG) we obtain ¿dist 	6¿.
Proof. (1) “¿6¿dist”: Since the proof can be done analogously to that of 
¡6¡dist,
we omit it here.
(2) “If (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls or d is isolated, then ¿dist6
¿”: Since for
arbitrary metric spaces, dA((v))¿ Lw⇔A∩ LB((v); Lw)= ∅ does not hold, we need the
prerequisite that the space has nice closed balls or d is isolated. We claim that for any
space (M; d; Q; ) with nice closed balls or with isolated d, any A∈A, v∈ dom() and
w∈ dom(Q) with Lw¿0 the following holds:
dA((v)) ¿ Lw ⇔ A ∩ LB((v); Lw) = ∅:
The “⇒”-direction is obvious, thus we prove the “⇐”-direction: we start with the
case that (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls. In the special case of LB((v); Lw)=M ,
A∩ LB((v); Lw)= ∅ is equivalent to A= ∅ and thus dA((v))¿ Lw holds. Let LB((v); Lw)
	=M . Then there is an y∈M such that d((v); y)¿ Lw. Let ∈ ( Lw; d((v); y))∩Q be
arbitrarily chosen. Then, since y =∈ LB((v); ), we obtain LB((v); ) 	=M and since the
space has nice closed balls, the closed ball LB((v); ) is compact. Now, let us assume
that dA((v))6 Lw holds. This is equivalent to inf{d(a; (v)) | a∈A}6 Lw and therefore
we obtain inf{d(a; (v)) | a∈A∩ LB((v); )}6 Lw. Since B :=A∩ LB((v); ) is compact
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and d is continuous, there is a b∈B such that
d(b; (v)) = min{d(a; (v)) | a ∈ B} = inf{d(a; (v)) | a ∈ B}
holds. Because of d(b; (v))6 Lw we obtain b∈ LB((v); Lw) and using b∈B⊆A we
can conclude b∈A∩ LB((v); Lw) which is the desired contradiction to our assumption
A∩ LB((v); Lw)= ∅.
Now we proceed with the case that d is isolated. Let A∩ LB((v); Lw)= ∅ and let us
assume that dA((v))6 Lw holds. Then inf{d(a; (v)) | a∈A}6 Lw. Since range(d)\{0}
does consists of isolated points and Lw¿0, there exists some point a∈A with d(a; (v))
6 Lw, i.e., a∈A∩ LB((v); Lw). Contradiction! This Jnishes the proof of the claim above.
Let A∈A and ¿dist(p)=A, i.e., dA is (; "¡)-realized by )!!p . Using the utm-
theorem for )!! as well as 6 and the claim above we can conclude that there exists
a computable function F :⊆!→! such that F(p) is a list of all words w∈ dom(I)
such that A∩ Îw = ∅, i.e., ¿F(p)= ¿dist(p) for any p∈ dom(¿dist).
(3) This follows from Theorem 3.15(3) which will be proved independently.
The ideas that will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.15(3) could easily be ex-
tended to prove ¿dist 	6t¿, but this would require a detailed discussion of the function
space LSC(M) of lower semi-continuous functions f :M→R, which is out of scope
of this paper (cf. [27,29] for the Euclidean case). The next theorem shows that the
representations Jber, dom, Sierpi Rnski and union are equivalent without any additional
conditions. By 0; 1∈ dom(Q) we denote two words with Q(0)= 0 and Q(1)= 1.
Theorem 3.10. Jber ≡ dom ≡ Sierpi Rnski≡ union.
Proof. “Jber6dom”: This can be proved as in the Euclidean case, see [10].
“dom6Sierpi Rnski”: Let A∈A and dom(p)=A, i.e., )!∗p is a strong (; N)-realization
of a function fp :⊆M→N such that dom(fp)=Ac. Let M be a Type-2 machine
computing the universal function u :⊆!×!→∗ of )!∗. DeJne G :⊆!×
!→! by
G(p; q) :=
{
(0)! if M does not halt on input (p; q);
(0)t(1)! if M halts on input (p; q) after t steps:
Then G is computable and by the smn-theorem for )!! there exists a computable
function F :!→! such that )!!F(p)(q)=G(p; q) for all p; q∈!. We obtain
"¡)!!F(p)(q) = "
¡G(p; q) = cf A(q);
i.e., )!!F(p) is a (; "
¡)-realization of cf A and Sierpi RnskiF(p)= dom(p) for all p∈ dom
(dom).
“Sierpi Rnski6union”: Let A∈A and Sierpi Rnski(p)=A, i.e., )!!p is a (; "¡)-realization
of the function cf A :M→R. Let M be a Type-2 machine computing the universal
function u :⊆!×!→∗ of )!!. If "¡)!!p (q)= 1, thenM reads only a Jnite preJx
w of q until it writes the Jrst word “(1)”. In this situation we say “M(p;w) accepts”.
For q∈ dom() we have "¡)!!p (q)= 1, if and only if M(p;w) accepts for some Jnite
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preJx w q. Since every q∈ dom() has inJnitely many subwords “(u)”, we may
assume without loss of generality that M(p;w) halts only if “)” is the last symbol of
w. Now we obtain
Ac = cf−1A {1}
=
⋃{(w!) |M(p;w) accepts}
=
⋃{Iv | (∃w)(v; w) ∈ C and M(p;w) accepts};
where
C := {(〈u; r〉; w) |d((u); (u′)) + Lr ¡ Ls for all subwords “(〈u′; s〉)” of w}
is r.e. since (M; d; Q; ) is a computable metric space (cf. Lemma 2.3). Since the
set of all w such that M(p;w) accepts is r.e. in p, there is a computable function
F :⊆!→! such that Ac =⋃ {Iv | “(v)” is a subword of F(p)} for all p∈ Sierpi Rnski.
Therefore, F translates Sierpi Rnski to union.
“union6Jber”: Let A∈A and union(p)=A. Given p, we can compute a list of
words wi; vi (i∈N) such that
Ac =
∞⋃
i=0
B((wi); vi):
Now, consider the function fp :M→R which is deJned by
fp(x) :=
∞∑
i=0
max{0; vi − d((wi); x)}
vi
· 2−i−1
for any x∈M . We obtain
fp(x) = 0 ⇔ (∀i)d((wi); x)¿ vi ⇔ (∀i)x =∈ B((wi); vi) ⇔ x ∈ A;
i.e., f−1p {0}=A. Using a theorem on e-ective series of functions ([26, Theorem
4.3.8]) and the fact that (M; d; Q; ) is a computable metric space, we can conclude
that there is a computable function G :⊆!×!→! such that fp(q)= "G(p; q).
By the smn-theorem for )!! there is a computable function F :!→! such that
G(p; q)= )!!F(p)(q) and therefore )
!!
F(p) is a (; ")-realization of fp, i.e., JberF(p)=
union(p) for any p∈ dom(union).
The next theorem shows how the equivalence class of representations characterized
by the previous theorem is related to the representations which have been investigated
by Theorem 3.9. For a counterexample which shows that additional assumptions are
necessary we use the Baire space (NN; dNN ;N∗0!; N∗), where dNN is deJned by
dNN : NN ×NN → R; (p; q) →
{
0 if p = q;
2−min{i |p(i)=q(i)} otherwise:
N∗0!= {w00 : : : |w∈N∗} is the set of sequences with only Jnitely many symbols
di-erent from zero and N∗ is some standard notation of this set. It is easy to show
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that (NN; dNN ;N∗0!; N∗) is a computable metric space (which is not locally compact).
In the following we will denote by p¡T the Jnite preJx of length T ∈N of sequences
p∈!. Let A∗ :=A\{∅}.
Theorem 3.11. (1) ¿dist6dom.
(2) If (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls and ful<lls the e9ective covering property,
then union|A∗6¿|A∗ .
(3) If (M; d; Q; ) has compact closed balls and fulJlls the e-ective covering property,
then union6¿.
(4) For the Baire space, union 	6t¿dist holds.
Proof. (1) “¿dist6dom”: Let A∈A and ¿dist(p)=A. Thus dA is strongly (; "¡)-
realized by )!!p , i.e., for any q∈ dom(), )!!p (q) is a list of all words w∈ dom(Q)
such that Lw¡dA((q)). Now, let fp :⊆M→N be deJned by
fp(x) :=
{
0 if dA(x) ¿ 0;
↑ otherwise
for any x∈M . Obviously, dom(fp)c =A. For any q∈ dom() we have
fp((q)) = 0⇔ (∃w ∈ dom(Q))(“(w)” subword of )!!p (q) such that Lw ¿ 0):
Therefore, by the utm-theorem for )!! we can conclude that there exists a computable
function G :⊆!×!→∗ such that NG(p; q)=fp(q) for any p∈ dom(¿dist) and
q∈ dom(). By the smn-theorem there exists a computable function F :!→! such
that G(p; q)= )!∗F(p)(q), i.e., domF(p)= 
¿
dist(p) for all p∈ dom(¿dist).
(2) “If (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls and fulJlls the e-ective covering property,
then union|A∗6¿|A∗”: Let A∈A∗ and union|A∗(p)=A. Given p we can compute
a list of words wi such that Ac =
⋃∞
i=0 Iwi . Since the space has nice closed balls, for
any w∈ dom(I), Îw is compact or Jlls the space (Îw =M). Thus, for any w∈ dom(I),
Îw ∩ A = ∅ ⇔ Îw ⊆ Ac ⇔ (∃k)Îw ⊆
k⋃
i=0
Iwi : (*)
The second equivalence follows for Îw 	=M because of the compactness of Îw. In
the case of Îw =M we have Îw =M*Ac (since A 	= ∅) and thus Îw*
⋃k
i=0 Iwi holds
for any k ∈N. Since the space fulJlls the e-ective covering property, the set of
“Jnite coverings” {(w; (w0# · · · #wk)) | k ∈N; Îw ⊆
⋃k
i=0 Iwi} is recursively enumerable.
Putting all things together, we can conclude that there exists a computable function
F :⊆!→! such that for any p∈ dom(union|A∗), F(p) is a list of all “(w)” such
that Îw ∩A= ∅ holds (where A= union|A∗(p)), i.e., ¿|A∗F(p)= union|A∗(p) for all
p∈ dom(union|A∗).
(3) “If (M; d; Q; ) has compact closed balls and fulJlls the e-ective covering prop-
erty, union6¿”: This proof can be done analogously to the preceding one. The only
di-erence occurs for A= ∅. However, this is no problem since the space has compact
closed balls and thus (∗) (cf. the preceding proof) holds for any A∈A.
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(4) “For the Baire space, union 	6t¿dist holds”: Assume that for the Baire space
there exists a continuous function F :⊆!→! such that ¿distF(p)= union(p) for
any p∈ dom(union). For any i∈N, let wi ∈ dom(I) be such that Iwi =0iNN and let
p := (w0)(w1) : : : ∈ dom(union). Obviously, A := union(p)= (N\{0})NN. Let r ∈ dom
() and w∈ dom(Q) be such that (r)= 0! and Lw=3=4. We have dA((r))= 1 and
hence “(w)” must be a subword of )!!F(p)(r). The universal function u of )
!! is con-
tinuous and computable (utm-theorem). Since F is also continuous, there exists a
T ∈N such that for any q∈p¡T! ∩ dom(union), the sequence )!!F(q) contains “(w)” as
a subword. Now, let p′ := (w0)(w1) : : : (wT )(wT ) : : : : Since p′ ∈p¡T! ∩ dom(union),
“(w)” must be a subword of )!!F(p′)(r). This is the desired contradiction since we have
A′ := union(p′) ⊇ IwT+1 and hence dA′((r))= 1=2¡3=4= Lw.
The proof of (4) shows more than claimed: it even follows union|A∗ 	6t¿dist|A
∗
.
3.4. Symmetric representations of closed subsets
Now we can combine the results on positive and negative representations and for-
mulate an easy consequence for “symmetric” representations which embody positive
as well as negative information.
Corollary 3.12. (1) =6=dist6
¡  union.
(2) If (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls or d is isolated, then =dist6
=.
(3) If (M; d; Q; ) has compact closed balls and ful<lls the e9ective covering
property, then ¡  union6=dist.
(4) For the Baire space, ¡  union 	6t=dist holds.
The proofs of (1)–(3) are direct corollaries of previous results and (4) can be proved
analogously to Theorem 3.11(4).
3.5. Recursively enumerable and recursive closed subsets
Now the question appears, which of the investigated types of information on closed
sets should be used to deJne the notions “recursively enumerable”, “co-recursively
enumerable” and “recursive”? We suggest to choose those equivalence classes of
representations which seem to be the most stable ones in the general case. We recall
that a set A∈A is called -computable with respect to some representation  of A,
if there exists some computable p∈! such that (p)=A (cf. [26]).
Denition 3.13 (Recursive, r.e. and co-r.e. closed sets). Let A⊆M be a closed subset.
We call A
(1) recursively enumerable closed (r.e. closed for short), if and only if it is
¡-computable,
(2) co-recursively enumerable closed (co-r.e. closed for short), if and only if it is
union-computable,
(3) recursive closed, if and only if it is ¡  union-computable.
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We call an open set B⊆M r.e., co-r.e. or recursive open, if and only if its com-
plement is co-r.e., r.e. or recursive closed, respectively.
In connected spaces M , as the Euclidean space, the class of sets which are open as
well as closed does only consist of M and ∅. In this case one could use short forms of
the notions as “recursive” instead of “recursive closed” or “recursive open”, since no
confusion has to be expected. However, in the general case of non-connected spaces
the class of sets which are open as well as closed is non-trivial and a set might be r.e.
closed and not r.e. open. Therefore, we suggest to use the more precise notions with
the suQx “closed” or “open” in these general cases.
If a representation 1 is reducible to a representation 2, then especially all 1-
computable elements are 2-computable. This enables us to formulate the following
corollary of our results.
Corollary 3.14. Let A⊆M be a closed subset:
(1) The following statements are equivalent:
(a) A is r.e. closed,
(b) {w |A∩ Iw 	= ∅} is r.e.,
(c) dA :M→ LR is upper semi-computable, i.e., (; "¿)-computable.
If (M; d; Q; ) is complete, then the previous statements are equivalent to:
(d) range(f) is dense in A for a (N; )-computable f :N→M or A= ∅.
(2) The following statements are equivalent:
(a) A is co-r.e. closed,
(b) A=f−1{0} for some (; ")-computable function f :M→R,
(c) Ac = dom(f) for a strongly (; N)-computable function f :⊆M→N,
(d) cf A :M→R is lower semi-computable, i.e., (; "¡)-computable,
(e) Ac =
⋃
w∈B Iw for some r.e. set B⊆∗.
If (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls and ful<lls the e9ective covering pro-
perty, then the previous statements are equivalent to both of the following
statements:
(f) dA :M→ LR is lower semi-computable, i.e., (; "¡)-computable,
(g) {w |A∩ Îw = ∅} is r.e.
(3) The following statements are equivalent:
(a) A is recursive closed,
(b) A is r.e. closed and co-r.e. closed.
If (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls and ful<lls the e9ective covering property,
then the previous statements are equivalent to:
(c) dA :M→ LR is computable, i.e., (; L")-computable.
It could be added that always (2)(g) ⇒ (2)(f) ⇒ (2)(e) and (3)(c) ⇒ (3)(b) holds;
if d is isolated, then (2)(f) ⇒ (2)(g) holds. The reader should notice that the stronger
property “compact closed balls” has not been used in the previous corollary. The cor-
responding non-uniform result of this corollary, i.e., (2)(e) ⇒ (2)(g), already follows
from Theorem 3.11(2) since the empty set can be treated separately (in a non-e-ective
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case distinction). Finally, one could introduce further notions for stronger types of
e-ectivities. We suggest to call a closed set A∈A:
(1) e9ectively separable, if and only if it is range-computable,
(2) located, if and only if it is =dist-computable,
(3) lower, upper semi-located, if and only if it is ¿dist-, 
¡
dist-computable, respectively,
(4) strongly co-r.e. closed, if and only if it is ¿-computable,
(5) strongly recursive closed, if and only if it is =-computable.
Of course, the notion “upper semi-located” is equivalent to “r.e. closed” and hence
redundant. It could also be reasonable to apply some of these notions, as “located” and
“e-ectively separable,” to other types of sets which are not closed. Our previous results
allow to deduce some implications on the introduced classes of sets. However, our
negative results do not allow to separate the corresponding classes since it might happen
that the classes of -computable and ′-computable elements coincide while  and ′
are incomparable (with respect to continuous or computable reducibility). We mention
some results which partially show that our notions of e-ectivity are actually distinct
in general (cf. [4] for the discussion of a general method to construct computable
counterexamples). Result (3) is included for completeness and without proof (which
can be found in [6]).
Theorem 3.15. (1) For the Baire space there exists a union-computable closed subset
A⊆NN which is neither ¿dist-computable nor ¿-computable.
(2) For the function space (C[0; 1]; dsup;QPG; Q PG) there exists a =dist-computable
closed subset A⊆C[0; 1] which is neither =-nor ¿-computable.
(3) For the rational space (Q; dQ;Q; Q) there exists a =-computable closed subset
A⊆Q which is not range-computable.
Proof. (1) Let Iwij := ijNN= {p∈NN |p(0)= i; p(1)= j}, let K ⊆N be some r.e. but
non-recursive set and let f :N→N be a computable function such that K = range(f).
We deJne
Ac :=
⋃
i∈Kc
∞⋃
j=0
Iwij ∪
⋃
i∈K
min f−1{i}⋃
j=0
Iwij :
Since f is computable, it follows that A is union-computable. On the other hand,
i ∈ Kc ⇔ dA(i0!) ¿ 12 :
Thus, A is not ¿dist-computable, since K
c is not r.e. Finally, this implies that A is not
¿-computable, since ¿6¿dist.
(2) Let K ⊆N be some r.e. but non-recursive set and let f :N→N be a computable
function such that K = range(f). We deJne continuous rational polygons pnk : [0; 1]→
R by the following list of vertices:
(0; n);
(
1
2
; n
)
;
(
1
2
+
1
2k+2
; n+
1
2
+
1
2k+2
)
;
(
1; n+
1
2
+
1
2k+2
)
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Fig. 2. LB(nˆ; 12 ) and pn0.
and we deJne continuous rational polygons qnk : [0; 1]→R by the following list of
vertices:
(0; n);
(
1
2
; n
)
;
(
1
2
+
1
2k+2
; n+
1
2
)
;
(
1; n+
1
2
)
;
both for all n; k ∈N. Fig. 2 illustrates the deJnition of pnk , where nˆ denotes the constant
function nˆ : [0; 1]→R with value n.
Now let A := {pnk | n; k ∈N}∪ {qnk |f(k)= n}. It is easy to show that A is closed.
We claim that dA is computable. Therefore, we deJne sets B := {pnk | n; k ∈N} and
Bm := {qnk |f(k)= n; k =0; : : : ; m}. Let g : [0; 1]→R be some continuous function. We
Jrst mention that dsup(pnk ; qnk)= 2−k−2 for all n; k ∈N and thus
|dA(g)− dB∪Bm(g)|6 2−m−3:
Hence, it suQces to prove that (g; m) →dB∪ Bm(g) is computable. Since Bm is a Jnite
set for each m, it is easy to see that the function (g; m) →dBm(g) is computable and
since dB∪ Bm(g)= min{dB(g); dBm(g)} it just remains to show that dB is computable.
Given g and m we can e-ectively determine a Jnite rational polygon r : [0; 1]→R with
respect to Q PG such that dsup(g; r)¡2
−m−1. Since r has only Jnitely many vertices
we can easily compute a value y such that |dB(r) − y|¡2−m−1 and hence |dB(g) −
y|¡|dB(r)− y|+ dsup(g; r)¡2−m. Altogether, this shows that dA is (; ")-computable
and thus A is =-computable. On the other hand,
LB
(
nˆ;
1
2
)
∩ A = ∅ ⇔ (∀k)qnk =∈ A ⇔ n ∈ Kc
for all n∈N. Since Kc is not r.e., it follows that A is not ¿-computable. Finally, this
implies that A is not =-computable, since =6¿.
(3) The proof can be found in [6].
3.6. Summary
The following picture summarizes our main results for the representations of closed
subsets. An arrow from a representation 1 to a representation 2 means that we have
proved 162. If we have used some additional prerequisite for the proof, the corre-
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Fig. 3. Representations of closed sets.
sponding arrow is dashed and marked with a reference. The meaning of the references
is as follows:
(1) We have proved ¡|Acpl6range|Acpl . Consequently, ¡6range holds for complete
spaces. For the “rational” space (Q; dQ;Q; Q), ¡ 	6trange.
(2) We have used the additional prerequisite that the space (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed
balls or that d is isolated. For the function space (C[0; 1]; dsup;QPG; Q PG) we have
proved ¿dist 	6¿ and =dist 	6= (Theorem 3.15(2)).
(3) For spaces with nice closed balls which fulJll the e-ective covering property, we
have proved union|A∗6¿|A∗ . If the space additionally has compact closed balls,
union6¿ holds. For the Baire space, union 	6t¿dist.
A point which has not been discussed so far is the question which of the presented rep-
resentations are admissible. A representation  :⊆!→X of a topological space (X; )
is called admissible, if it is maximal among all continuous representations ′ :⊆!→X ,
i.e., ′6t for all such ′ [26,9,21]. If a representation  is admissible, then its Jnal
topology coincides with the sequentialization of . Admissible representations have
nice properties: we mention that computability with respect to admissible representa-
tions implies (sequential) continuity. Standard representations of computation spaces
are always admissible.
Thus, we can conclude directly that ¡; ¿; = (and thus also ¡dist) are admissible. It
is easy to show that the Jnal topology of ¡ is the lower Fell topology, generated by
the subbase of sets {A∈A |A∩U 	= ∅} where U ⊆M varies over all open subsets (cf.
[1] for hyperspace topologies). Moreover, one can show that union is admissible with
respect to the upper Fell topology, generated by the subbase of sets {A∈A |A∩K = ∅}
where K ⊆M varies over all compact subsets. One can prove that for the Baire space
M the upper Fell topology has no countable base. Thus, the equivalence class of
union cannot be induced by a computation space and the standard theory of admissible
representations does not apply. However, recently SchrSoder has extended the theory of
admissibility to T0-spaces which do not admit a countable base [21,20]. Especially, he
proved that admissibility of ; ′ implies admissibility of the corresponding canonical
function space representation [→ ′]. Thus, we can conclude that Sierpi Rnski (and hence
also Jber ; union ; dom) are admissible (since A → cf A is injective) and ¿dist ; ¡dist ; =dist are
admissible too (since A →dA is injective). Consequently, also ¡  union is admissible
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(with respect to the Fell topology). At least in case of a complete metric space M ,
range is admissible too and the upper Fell topology is even the Jnal topology of union
in this case.
4. Representations of compact subsets
In this section, we will discuss representations of the set K := {K ⊆M |K compact}
of compact subsets of M .
4.1. De<nitions of representations of compact subsets
A subset K of a metric space is compact, if and only if each open cover of this
subset admits a Jnite subcover. This characterization leads to two di-erent variants
of representations. In the Jrst deJnition compact subsets are named by enumerating
all Jnite open covers (of “rational balls”).
Denition 4.1 (Representations of compact sets by covers). DeJne computation spaces
(K; cover) and (K; min-cover) by:
(1) K ∈ cover(w0# · · · #wk) :⇔K ⊆
⋃k
i=0 Iwi ,
(2) K ∈ min-cover(w0# · · · #wk) :⇔K ⊆
⋃k
i=0 Iwi and K ∩ Iwi 	= ∅ for i=0; : : : ; k,
(3) K ∈ min-cover(#) :⇔K = ∅
for any k ∈N, w0; : : : ; wk ∈ dom(I) and K ∈K. Let cover ; min-cover :⊆!→K denote
the induced standard representations.
Obviously, the given properties can be used to characterize compact subsets of metric
spaces and therefore the representations are well deJned. Any cover of a compact set
K is a kind of “negative” information on K since one can conclude that the points
which are not covered do not belong to the set K (in contrast to that the points which
are covered do not necessarily belong to K). The representation min-cover is stronger
than cover in the sense that it additionally embodies positive information on represented
sets. This observation is made precise in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2. (1) min-cover6cover.
(2) min-cover ≡ ¡|K  cover.
We omit the proof which turns out to be straightforward. In the next deJnition a
name of a compact set is given by a “program” of a Heine–Borel function of this
set; that is a function which determines an appropriate Jnite preJx of a given inJnite
cover which already covers the set. Here we use the fact that in separable metric spaces
subsets are compact, if and only if they are countably compact, i.e., each countable
open cover (by “rational” balls) admits a Jnite subcover [11].
Denition 4.3 (Heine–Borel representations). A function f :⊆!→∗ is said to be
a Heine–Borel function of a compact set K ∈K if and only if for all p∈! the
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following property holds: whenever p is of the form p=w0#w1# · · ·, where wi ∈ dom(I)
(for any i∈N) and K ⊆⋃∞i=0 Iwi holds, k := |f(p)| exists and K ⊆⋃ki=0 Iwi . Otherwise
p =∈ dom(f). Let Heine–Borel :⊆!→K be deJned by
Heine–Borel(p) = K :⇔ )!∗p is a Heine–Borel function of K
for any p∈! and K ∈K.
In metric spaces compact subspaces can be characterized as those subspaces which
are complete and totally bounded. This characterization motivates the deJnition of the
next representation. To handle bounds we will use a notation I :⊆∗→I of the set
I := {A⊆ dom(I) |A Jnite and A 	= ∅} of non-empty Jnite sets of names w of balls
Iw. For any k ∈N, w0; : : : ; wk ∈ dom(I), let I(“(w0# · · · #wk)”) := {w0; : : : ; wk}. Since
dom(I) is recursively enumerable, so is dom(I). A set S ∈I is said to be a bound for
the compact set K ∈K if and only if K ⊆⋃v∈S Îv and Îv 	=M for each v∈ S (provided
that |M |¿1). 2 Now we can name compact sets by adjoining a bound to the name of
the same set considered as closed subset.
Denition 4.4 (Representations of compact sets). Let the representations ¡K, 
¿
K,
=K :⊆!→K be deJned by:
(1) ¡K〈p;w〉=K :⇔ ¡(p)=K and w is a I-name of a bound of K ,
(2) ¿K〈p;w〉=K :⇔ ¿(p)=K and w is a I-name of a bound of K ,
(3) =K〈p;w〉=K :⇔ =(p)=K and w is a I-name of a bound of K ,
for any p∈!, w∈∗ and K ∈K.
Analogously to Proposition 3.2 the following result is easy to prove.
Proposition 4.5. (1) ¡K 	6t¿K and ¿K 	6t¡K.
(2) =K≡ ¡|K  ¿K≡ ¡K  ¿K.
In the following we will deJne further representations of the set of compact subsets
or, more precisely, of the set K∗ :=K\{∅} of non-empty compact subsets of M . The
reason that we restrict ourselves to non-empty subsets is that we would like to use the
Hausdor9 distance dH :K∗×K∗→R, deJned by
dH(A; B) := max
{
sup
a∈A
dB(a); sup
b∈B
dA(b)
}
for all A; B∈K∗. The space (K∗; dH) is a metric space which is complete, if (M; d)
is. The induced topology is the Vietoris topology. Moreover, the set of Jnite and non-
empty subsets of Q, i.e., Q := {A⊆Q |A Jnite and A 	= ∅} is dense in (K∗; dH). We
will use the notation Q :⊆∗→Q, deJned for any k ∈N and w0; : : : ; wk ∈ dom() by
Q(“(w0# · · · #wk)”) := {(w0); : : : ; (wk)}:
2 For a one-point space we omit the condition Îv =M ; cf. Proposition 2.5(4).
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We use Lc as an abbreviation for Q(c) (where c∈ dom(Q)). It is easy to show that
(K∗; dH;Q; Q) is a computable metric space if (M; d; Q; ) is [5]. Now we are prepared
to deJne some representations of compact subsets which include a quantitative measure
of approximation (via the Hausdor- metric).
Denition 4.6 (Further representations of compact sets). The mappings Hausdor- ;
′range, 
′
union :⊆!→K∗ are deJned by:
(1) Hausdor- (p)=K :⇔p= c0#c1# · · ·, ci ∈ dom(Q) for all i∈N, limi→∞ ci =K and
dH(ci; cj)¡2−i for all j¿i,
(2) ′range〈p; q〉=K :⇔ )∗!p ; )∗∗q are realizations of functions f :N→M , g :N→N,
respectively, such that range(f) is dense in K and dH(Ki; Kj)¡2−i for all j¿i
where Ki := {f(0); : : : fg(i)} for any i∈N,
(3) ′union〈p; q; w〉=K :⇔ )∗∗p ; )∗∗q are realizations of functions f :N→∗ and g :N
→N, respectively, such that Kc =⋃∞k=0 If(k), w is a I-name of a bound of K and
dH(Ki; Kj)¡2−i for all j¿i where Ki :=
⋃
v∈I(w) Îv\
⋃g(i)
k=0 If(k) for any i∈N,
for any p; q∈!, w∈∗ and K ∈K∗.
It should be noticed that ′union is not a representation in general. The deJnition
makes sense only in those cases where
⋃
v∈I(w) Îv is a compact set, which is the case
for instance if (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls. The following proposition makes these
observations precise.
Proposition 4.7. (1) For the Baire space, ′union is not a representation of K
∗.
(2) If (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls, then ′union is a representation of K
∗.
We omit the proof. In the Euclidean case the following equivalences have been
proved in [10].
Theorem 4.8. For the Euclidean space (Rn; dRn ;Qn; Qn) the following equivalences
hold:
(1) ¿K≡ cover ≡ Heine–Borel.
(2) =K≡ min-cover and
=K|K
∗ ≡ Hausdor- ≡ ′range≡ ′union.
In the following sections, we will investigate which of these equivalences can be
transferred to the general metric case. We start to study the “negative” representations
listed in (1) and we continue in a following section with the “symmetric” representa-
tions listed in (2).
4.2. Negative representations of compact sets
The Jrst result shows that Heine–Borel is equivalent to cover in the general case.
Theorem 4.9. Heine–Borel≡ cover.
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Proof. For the “Heine–Borel6cover”-direction see [10].
“cover6Heine–Borel”: Let K ∈K and cover(p)=K . For any q=w0#w1# · · · where
wi ∈ dom(I) (for all i∈N) we have
K ⊆
∞⋃
i=0
Iwi ⇔ (∃k)K ⊆
k⋃
i=0
Iwi ⇔ (∃k)“(w0# · · · #wk)” is a subword of p:
The Jrst equivalence follows because K is compact, the second one from the deJnition
of cover. Thus, given p and q, we can compute a k ∈N such that K ⊆
⋃k
i=0 Iwi , if such
a k exists. Hence, using the smn-theorem, we can conclude that there is a computable
function F :!→! such that )!∗F(p) is a Heine–Borel function of cover(p) for any
p∈ dom(cover), i.e., Heine–BorelF(p)= cover(p) for any p∈ dom(cover).
Metric spaces with nice closed balls are complete by Proposition 2.5(5) and subsets
of complete spaces are compact, if and only if they are closed and totally bounded.
The next result can be considered as an e-ective version of this characterization. Addi-
tionally, it shows that cover can be considered as “negative” representation of compact
subsets.
Theorem 4.10 (Compact = closed + totally bounded). (1) cover6¿K.
(2) If (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls and ful<lls the e9ective covering property,
then ¿K6Heine–Borel.
(3) For the Baire space, ¿K 	6tcover
Proof. (1) “cover6¿K”: We just treat the case |M |¿1. Let K ∈K and cover(p)=K .
Using Lemma 2.3(1), given p we can compute a covering u0#u1# · · · #un of K such
that Îui 	=M for any i=0; : : : ; n. Thus, we can compute a I-name sp of a bound of K .
Moreover, given p, we can compute the set of all coverings of the form (w0# · · · #wk),
k ∈N of K . Using Lemma 2.3(2) we obtain that the set
H :=
{
(w; (w0# · · · #wk)) |K ⊆
k⋃
i=0
Iwi and
(∀i = 0; : : : ; k)(wi ∈ dom(I); (w; wi) ∈ D∩)
}
is recursively enumerable in p. In addition,
K ∩ Îw = ∅ ⇔ (∃k)(∃w0; : : : ; wk)(w; (w0# · · · #wk)) ∈ H
for all w∈ dom(I). Putting all things together we can conclude that a computable
function F :⊆!→! exists, such that for any p∈ dom(cover), F(p) is a list of all
w such that K ∩ Îw = ∅ (where K := cover(p)), i.e., ¿K〈F(p); sp〉= cover(p) for all
p∈ dom(cover).
(2) “If (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls and fulJlls the e-ective covering property,
then ¿K6Heine–Borel”: Let K ∈K and ¿K〈p; v〉=K . From p we can e-ectively Jnd
a q with union(q)=K by Theorems 3.9(1), 3.11 and 3.10. Let ui, i∈N be a list
of all words such that “(ui)” is a subword of q. Moreover, let r :=w0#w1# · · · with
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wi ∈ dom(I) be such that K ⊆
⋃∞
i=0 Iwi . Since K is compact there is a k ∈N such that
K ⊆⋃ki=0 Iwi . We can Jnd such a k e-ectively from q; r and v, since
K ⊆
k⋃
i=0
Iwi ⇔
⋃
w∈I(v)
Îw ⊆
k⋃
i=0
Iwi ∪ Kc ⇔ (∃j)
⋃
w∈I(v)
Îw ⊆
k⋃
i=0
Iwi ∪
j⋃
i=0
Iui
for all k ∈N, and (M; d; Q; ) fulJlls the e-ective covering property. The second equiv-
alence holds since (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls and hence
⋃
w∈I(v) Îw is compact.
On the other hand, if K*
⋃∞
i=0 Iwi we will never Jnd such a k. Hence, f :⊆!→N;
r → k is a Heine–Borel function of K . Thus, by the smn-theorem there is a computable
function F :!→! such that f is realized by )!∗F〈p; v〉, i.e., Heine–BorelF〈p; v〉= ¿K〈p; v〉
for all 〈p; v〉 ∈ dom(¿K).
(3) “For the Baire space, ¿K 	6tcover”: Let us assume that ¿K6tcover. Then there ex-
ists a continuous function F :⊆!→! such that coverF(p)= ¿K(p) for all p∈ dom
(¿K). Let K := {0!} and let w∈ dom(I) with I(w)= 0NN, i.e., w is a name of a
bound of K . Let q=(w0)(w1) : : : be a ¿-name of K and let z ∈ dom(I) such that
Iz =00NN. Since K ⊆ Iz and F is continuous there exists a T ∈N such that for any
r ∈ 〈q; w〉¡T! ∩ dom(¿K) the sequence F(r) contains the subword “(z)”. For any
i=0; : : : ; T we have Îwi ∩K = ∅ and thus there exists a ki such that Îwi ∩ 0NN⊆ 0kiNN.
We let k := max{k0; : : : ; kT}+1 and K ′ := {0k0!}. Then 〈q; w〉¡T can be extended to a
¿K-name r
′ of K ′ and hence F(r′) contains the subword “(z)”. This is a contradiction
to K ′* Iz.
This result especially shows that in general cover is not equivalent to any of the
negative representations of closed subsets (investigated in the previous section) adjoined
with a bound. On the one hand, ¿6¿dist6union and on the other hand, 
¿
K 	6tcover
for the Baire space.
4.3. Symmetric representations of compact sets
In this section, we will study symmetric representations of the set of compact subsets.
We start with an easy corollary of results of the previous section.
Corollary 4.11. (1) min-cover6=K.
(2) If (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls and ful<lls the e9ective covering property,
then min-cover ≡ =K.
(3) For the Baire space, =K 	6tmin-cover.
We omit the proof; statements (1) and (2) can be derived from previous results
and (3) can be proved analogously to Theorem 4.10(3). We continue with symmetric
representations of the set of non-empty compact subsets K∗. We recall the fact that
compact sets are totally bounded, i.e., for any ¿0 they admit an -covering, i.e., a
covering by Jnitely many open balls with diameter less than .
Theorem 4.12. Hausdor- ≡ ′range≡ min-cover|K
∗
.
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Proof. “Hausdor-6′range”: Let K ∈K∗ and Hausdor- (p)=K . Thus, p is of the form
p= c0#c1# · · · with ci =(ci0# · · · #ciki) and we obtain ci = {(ci0); : : : ; (ciki)}. It is easy
to prove
K ∩ Iw 	= ∅ ⇔ (∃i; j)d((cij); (c)) + 2−i+1 ¡ Lr
for all w= 〈c; r〉 ∈ dom(I). Since (M; d; Q; ) is a computable metric space, given p,
we can compute a list q=(w0)(w1) : : : of all w such that K ∩ Iw 	= ∅, i.e., ¡(q)=K .
Since the compact set K is complete and ¡|Acpl6range|Acpl (Theorem 3.8), we can
compute an r such that range(r)=K . Therefore, )∗!r realizes a function f :N→M
such that range(f) is dense in K . Let Ki := {f(0); : : : ; f(i)} for each i∈N. Since (a)
{x} is compact for any x∈M , (b) the mapping In :M→K∗, x → {x} is (; Hausdor- )-
computable and (c) dH :K∗×K∗→R is ([Hausdor- ; Hausdor- ]; ")-computable (since
(M; d; Q; ) is a computable metric space), we can—given p—for any i∈N compute
a "-name of
dH(Ki; K) = sup
x∈K
dKi(x) = minj=0;:::;i
dH({f(j)}; K):
Thus, we can determine a g(i)∈N such that dH(Kg(i); K)¡2−i−1. The now deJned
function g :N→N satisJes dH(Kg(i); Kg(j))¡2−i for any j¿i. Let s be such that
g is realized by )∗∗s . By the smn-theorem for )
∗∗, there exists a computable func-
tion F :!→! such that F(p)= 〈r; s〉, i.e., ′rangeF(p)= Hausdor- (p) for all p∈ dom
(Hausdor- ).
“′range6min-cover|K
∗
”: Let K ∈K∗ and ′range〈p; q〉=K . Then there is a function
f :N→M which is realized by )∗!p and a function g :N→N realized by )∗∗q such that
range(f) is dense in K and dH(Ki; Kj)¡2−i for all j¿i, where Ki := {f(0); : : : ; fg(i)}
for all i∈N. Especially, we obtain dH(K; Ki)62−i and thus K ⊆
⋃g(i)
j=0 B(f(j); 2
−i+1)
for each i∈N. Our next subgoal is to prove
K ⊆
k⋃
l=0
Iwl ⇔ (∃i)(∀j = 0; : : : ; g(i))(∃l6 k)(wl = 〈c; r〉 and
d(f(j); (c)) + 2−i+1 ¡ Lr):
The “⇐”-direction is obvious since for any i∈N we have K ⊆⋃g(i)j=0 B(f(j); 2−i+1).
For the “⇒”-direction let K ⊆⋃kl=0 Iwl and let xl; rl denote the center and radius
of Iwl , respectively, for l=0; 1; : : : ; k. Since K is compact and d is continuous, for
any l=0; : : : ; k satisfying K ∩ Iwl 	= ∅ the value l := min{rl−d(x; xl) | x∈K ∩ Iwl} ex-
ists and because of x∈ Iwl we have l¿0. For the remaining l∈{0; : : : ; k} (where
K ∩ Iwl = ∅) we formally deJne l :=∞. Obviously, at least one l is di-erent from ∞
and thus  := min{0; : : : ; k}¿0 exists. Let i∈N be arbitrarily chosen such that 2−i+1
¡. For each j=0; : : : ; g(i) there exists an l such that f(j)∈ Iwl . Using the deJnition
of  as well as f(j)∈K ∩ Iwl we obtain d(f(j); xl)+6rl. Thus, d(f(j); xl)+2−i+1¡rl
and hence we have proved that there exists an i∈N such that we can Jnd a suitable
l for any j.
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Since range(f) is dense in K we have for any l=0; : : : ; k
Iwl ∩ K 	= ∅ ⇔ (∃j)(wl = 〈c; r〉 and d(f(j); (c)) ¡ Lr):
Now, putting all things together and using the fact that (M; d; Q; ) is a computable
metric space, we can conclude that the following set is recursively enumerable in p:
C(p) =
{
(w0# · · · #wk) | k ∈ N; K ⊆
k⋃
i=0
Iwi ; K ∩ Iwi 	= ∅ for each i = 0; : : : ; k
}
:
Thus, there is a computable function F :⊆!→! such that F(p)= (c0)(c1) : : : is a
list of all c∈C(p), i.e., min-coverF(p)= ′range(p) for all p∈ dom(′range).
“min-cover|K∗6Hausdor- ”: Let K ∈K∗ and min-cover(p)=K . Since K is totally
bounded, there is for any ¿0 a Jnite -covering of K . Thus, given p, we can for any
i∈N compute “names” wi0; : : : ; wiki ∈ dom(I) of a 2−i−1-covering of K such that any
ball Iwij (j=0; : : : ; ki) has a non-empty intersection with K . Given wi0; : : : ; wiki we can
compute ci ∈ dom(Q) such that ci = {xi0; : : : ; xiki} where xij denotes the center of ball
Iwij (j=0; : : : ; ki). Since K ⊆
⋃ki
j=0 Iwij and K ∩ Iwij 	= ∅ as well as diam(Iwij)62−i−1 (for
all j=0; : : : ; ki) we obtain dH(ci; K)62−i−1 for each i∈N and thus limi→∞ ci =K .
Moreover, dH(ci; cj)¡2−i for each j¿i which eventually leads to Hausdor- (q)=K for
q := c0#c1# · · ·, i.e., there exists a computable function F :⊆!→!, p → q such that
min-cover(p)= Hausdor-F(p) for all p∈ dom(min-cover|K∗).
The last theorem of this section is about the quantitative version of the union rep-
resentation. This is the only place where we use the e-ective di-erence property.
Theorem 4.13. If (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls and ful<lls the e9ective covering
property, then the following holds:
(1) min-cover|K∗6′union,
(2) (M; d; Q; ) ful<lls the e9ective di9erence property ⇒ ′union6Hausdor- .
Proof. (1) Without loss of generality, we assume |M |¿1. Since our proof is a little
bit lengthy, we have subdivided it into three parts.
(A) Let a I-name w′ of a bound of some K ∈K∗ be given. Then, we can compute
r ∈ dom(Q) and w∈∗ such that w is a I-name of a bound of K with the following
characteristic: for any x∈M and any ∈Q+ satisfying ¡Lr we have
B(x; =2) ∩ K 	= ∅ ⇒ B(x; =2) ⊆ S := ⋃
v∈I(w)
Îv:
In particular, K ⊆ S and the set S is compact.
Proof of (A). Let I(w′)= {w′0; : : : ; w′n} and x′i , r′i denote the center and radius, respec-
tively, of Îw′i for each i=0; : : : ; n. Since w
′ is a name of a bound, we have LB(x′i ; r
′
i ) 	=M
for any i=0; : : : ; n. Thus for any i=0; : : : ; n there exists a qi ∈M such that qi =∈ LB(x′i ; r′i ).
Let r′ := min{d(qi; x′i)−r′i | i=0; : : : ; n}¿0. Obviously, for any r ∈ dom(Q) with Lr¡r′
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we have
K ⊆
n⋃
i=0
LB(x′i ; r
′
i ) ⊆
n⋃
i=0
LB(x′i ; r
′
i + Lr)
and LB(x′i ; r
′
i + Lr) 	=M for any i=0; : : : ; n. A suitable r can be determined since
DM = {u | u∈ dom(I) and Îu 	=M} is r.e. (see Lemma 2.3(1)).
Consequently, w, where I(w)= {w0; : : : ; wn} and Îwi denotes the closed ball with
center x′i and radius r
′
i + Lr (for any i=0; : : : ; n), is a I-name of a bound of K . It can
easily be seen that r and w have the desired characteristics.
(B) Let w be a I-name of a bound of some set K ∈K∗. Then there exists a
sequence z0; z1; : : : of words z ∈ dom(I), r.e. in w, such that
⋃∞
i=0 Izi =M\
⋃
v∈I(w) Îv.
Proof of (B). Let z0; z1; : : : be a sequence of all z ∈ dom(I) such that (z; v)∈D∩ for all
v∈ I(w). This sequence is recursively enumerable by Lemma 2.3(2). We will now
prove the postulated equality. Since the “⊆”-direction is obvious, we only consider the
“⊇”-direction: assume that I(w)= {w0; : : : ; wn} and Îwi denotes the closed ball with
center xi and radius ri for each i=0; : : : ; n. Let x∈M\
⋃n
i=0 Îwi , r
′ := min{d(x; xi) −
ri | i=0; : : : ; n}¿0 and ∈Q+ such that ¡r′=2. Since Q is dense in M there exists a
y∈Q such that d(x; y)¡. Obviously, (z; v)∈D∩ for each v∈ I(w) and each z which
denotes the ball LB(y; ), i.e., Îz = LB(y; ), and hence z is an element of the sequence
z0; z1; : : : and we obtain x∈
⋃∞
i=0 Izi .
(C) Let K ∈K∗, min-cover(p)=K , r ∈ dom(Q) and w be a I-name of a bound of
K such that for any x∈M and ¡Lr the following holds:
B(x; =2) ∩ K 	= ∅ ⇒ B(x; =2) ⊆ S := ⋃
v∈I(w)
Îv:
Then, given p; r and w, for any ∈Q+ such that ¡Lr we can compute words w0; : : : ; wk
∈ dom(I) (where k ∈N) such that K ⊆V and dH(K; V )¡ where V := S\
⋃k
i=0 Iwi .
Proof of (C). Let ∈Q+ satisfying ¡Lr be given. Using the min-cover-name p of K ,
we can compute a Jnite =8-covering of K . Assume that such a covering consists
of the balls Iv0 ; : : : ; Ivm (m∈N) and recall that in addition K ∩ Ivj 	= ∅ holds for any
j=0; : : : ; m.
Since (M; d; Q; ) is a computable metric space with nice closed balls which fulJlls
the e-ective covering property, we can as well compute a Jnite =8-covering of S;
let Iz0 ; : : : ; Izn denote the corresponding balls. Note that this covering is not necessarily
minimal, i.e., S ∩ Izi = ∅ might hold for some i∈{0; : : : ; n}. Let xz denote the center of
the ball Iz for all z ∈ dom(I).
Now we can e-ectively determine a subset W := {w0; : : : ; wk} of Z := {z0; : : : ; zn}
such that:
(a) z ∈W ⇒ (∀j=0; : : : ; m)d(xz; xvj)¿=4,
(b) z =∈W ⇒ (∃j=0; : : : ; m)d(xz; xvj)¡ · 3=8
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for all z ∈Z . Let V := S\⋃ki=0 Iwi . We claim that dH(K; V )¡ holds. Obviously, dH
(U;K)6=8 holds for U :=
⋃m
i=0 Ivi . We will prove dH(U; V )6 · 12 which implies
dH(K; V )¡ which is our claim.
Because of the construction of the wi ((a) implies Iwi ∩ Ivj = ∅ for all i=0; : : : ; k) as
well as Ivi ⊆ S (which holds since ¡Lr and the properties of S) we have K ⊆U ⊆V .
Therefore, it is suQcient to prove dU (q)6 · 1=2 for any q∈V . Let q∈V be given.
Since V ⊆ S and since Iz0 ; : : : ; Izn is a covering of S, there exists an l such that q∈ Izl .
Because of q∈V , we obtain zl =∈W and thus d(xzl ; xvj)¡ · 38 for some j=0; : : : ; m
by (b). Consequently,
dU (q)6 dU (xvj) + d(xzl ; xvj) + d(xzl ; q) ¡  · 3=8 +  · 1=8 =  · 1=2:
Main proof: Eventually, we can attack the main proof. Let K ∈K∗ and min-cover(p)
=K . Given p we can compute a I-name w′ of a bound of K by Proposition 2.5(4) and
Lemma 2.3(1). Using (A) and w′ we can compute words r ∈ dom(Q) and w∈ dom(I)
with the properties described in (A). Let S :=
⋃
v∈I(w) Îv and let z0; z1; : : : denote a
recursively enumerable sequence of words z ∈ dom(I) as described in (B).
Now we inductively deJne functions f :N→∗ and g :N→N. For any i∈N, let
g(i) and the words f(gi); : : : ; fg(i) (where g0 := 0 and gi := g(i − 1) + 1 for i¿0)
be deJned by
(f(gi); : : : ; fg(i)) := (wi0; : : : ; wiki ; zi);
where the words wi0; : : : ; wiki result from applying (C) for  := min{Lr=2; 2−i−1}.
Let Ki := S\
⋃g(i)
k=0 If(k). The construction of the functions f and g guarantees
dH(K; Ki)¡2−i−1 (and consequently dH(Ki; Kj)¡2−i for each j¿i) as well as
Kc =
⋃∞
k=0If(k).
By the smn-theorem for )∗∗ there exists a computable function F :!→! such
that F(p)= 〈r; s; w〉 where f and g are realized by )∗∗r and )∗∗s , respectively, i.e.,
′unionF(p)= min-cover(p) for each p∈ dom(min-cover).
(2) Let K ∈K∗ and ′union〈p; q; w〉=K . Then, w is a I-name of a bound of K and
)∗∗p , )
∗∗
q realize functions f :N→∗, g :N→N, respectively, such that Kc =
⋃∞
k=0 If(k)
and dH(Ki; Kj)¡2−i for each j¿i, where Ki := S\
⋃g(i)
k=0 If(k) for each i∈N and
S :=
⋃
v∈I(w) Îv. Thus, limi→∞ Ki =K and hence dH(K; Ki)62
−i for all i∈N.
We are now computing a ci ∈ dom(Q) for any i∈N such that c0#c1# · · · is a
Hausdor- -name of K . Let ∈Q+ be such that ¡2−i−1. Because (M; d; Q; ) has nice
closed balls and fulJlls the e-ective covering property, we can enumerate all Jnite
-coverings Iw0 ; : : : ; Iwn , n∈N of S. Let us Jx such a covering and let x0; : : : ; xn denote
the centers of the balls Iw0 ; : : : ; Iwn and let
Z = {z0; : : : ; zm} := {xj | 06 j 6 n; Iwj ∩ Ki+2 	= ∅}:
Since the space fulJlls the e-ective di-erence property, we can e-ectively enumerate
Z , given w0; : : : ; wn, w, p and q.
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Our next goal is to show that by enumerating all Jnite coverings Iw0 ; : : : ; Iwn , n∈N
of S, we will always Jnd a set Z such that
S ⊆
m⋃
j=0
B(zj; =2) ∪
g(i+2)⋃
k=0
If(k):
We only have to prove that such a suitable, Jnite covering exists, its identiJcation is
no problem since the space fulJlls the e-ective covering property. Obviously, any Jnite
-covering of Ki+2 = S\
⋃g(i+2)
k=0 If(k) where each ball of the covering intersects Ki+2 can
be extended to a suitable, Jnite covering of S. Thus, we can always Jnd a suitable Z
and we have Ki+2⊆
⋃m
j=0 B(zj; =2), which directly implies dH(Ki+2; Z)¡=2¡2
−i−2.
Since dH(K; Ki+2)62−i−2 we obtain dH(Z; K)¡2−i−1.
For any i∈N, let ci ∈ dom(Q) be such that ci =Z . Then, dH(ci; cj)¡2−i−1 +2−j−1
¡2−i for each j¿i and limi→∞ ci =K , i.e., there exists a computable function F :⊆!
→! such that F〈p; q; w〉= c0#c1# · · · and hence Hausdor-F〈p; q; w〉= ′union〈p; q; w〉
for all 〈p; q; w〉 ∈ dom(′union).
4.4. Co-recursively enumerable and recursive compact subsets
In this section, we brieMy mention some characterizations of co-r.e. and recursive
compact subsets which are direct consequences of our previous results. We call a
sequence (Ki)i∈N of Jnite subsets Ki⊆Q computable, if and only if f :N→Q is
(N; Q)-computable.
Corollary 4.14. Let (M; d; Q; ) have nice closed balls and ful<ll the e9ective covering
property and let K ⊆M be a compact subset.
(1) The following statements are equivalent:
(a) K is co-r.e. closed,
(b) the set {(w0#w1# · · · #wk) |K ⊆
⋃k
i=0 Iwi}⊆∗ “of <nite coverings” is r.e.,
(c) K admits a computable Heine–Borel function f :⊆!→∗, i.e., whenever
p=w0#w1# · · · is a sequence such that K ⊆
⋃∞
i=0 Iwi , then k := |f(p)| exists
and K ⊆⋃ki=0 Iwi . In all other cases p =∈ dom(f).
(2) The following statements are equivalent:
(a) K is recursive closed,
(b) the set {(w0#w1# · · · #wk) |K ⊆
⋃k
i=0 Iwi and K ∩ Iwi 	= ∅ for i=0; : : : ; k}⊆∗
“of minimal <nite coverings” is recursively enumerable,
(c) there is a computable sequence (Ki)i∈N of non-empty <nite subsets Ki⊆Q
such that limi→∞ Ki =K and dH(Ki; Kj)¡2−i for all j¿i or K = ∅,
(d) there are computable functions f :N→X and g :N→N such that range(f)
is dense in K and dH(Ki; Kj)¡2−i for all j¿i, where Ki := {f(0); : : : ; fg(i)}
for all i∈N or K = ∅.
If (M; d; Q; ) additionally ful<lls the e9ective di9erence property, then the pre-
vious statements are equivalent to the following statement:
(e) there are computable functions f :N→∗ and g :N→N and there are w0; : : : ;
wn ∈∗ such that Kc =
⋃∞
k=0 If(k), S :=
⋃n
i=0 Îwi is compact and K ⊆ S,
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dH(Ki; Kj)¡2−i for all j¿i, where Ki := S\
⋃g(i)
k=0 If(k) for all i∈N or
K = ∅.
It should be mentioned that without any additional requirements on (M; d; Q; ) property
(1)(b) is equivalent to (1)(c); moreover, (2)(b) is equivalent to (2)(c) and (2)(d).
Finally, we construct an example which shows that the complete corollary does not
hold without any additional requirements.
Theorem 4.15. For the Baire space there exists a =K-computable compact subset
K ⊆NN which is not cover-computable.
Proof. Let H ⊆N be some r.e. but non-recursive set and let f :N→N be an injective
and computable function such that H = range(f). Let pn ∈NN be deJned by
pn(i) :=
{
f−1(n) + 1 if i = n ∈ H;
0 otherwise
for all n; i∈N. Then K := {pn | n∈N}= {pn | n∈H}∪ {0!}⊆NN is compact. Given
w∈N∗ it is easy to decide whether wNN ∩K = ∅ or not since f is computable. Thus
K is =K-computable. On the other hand, n∈H c, if and only if
(∃w0; : : : ; wk ∈ Nn+1)
(
K ⊆
k⋃
i=0
wiNN and (∀i = 0; : : : ; k)
(0n  wi ⇒ 0n+1 = wi)
)
such that K is not cover-computable since H c is not r.e.
4.5. Summary
The following picture summarizes our main results for the representations of the
compact sets. Note that ′union is a representation of K
∗ only for spaces (M; d; Q; )
which have nice closed balls.
An arrow from a representation 1 to a representation 2 means that we have proved
162. If we have used some additional prerequisite for the proof, the corresponding
arrow is dashed and marked with a reference. The meaning of the references is as
follows:
(1) For spaces with nice closed balls which fulJll the e-ective covering property,
we have proved ¿K6Heine–Borel, 
=
K6min-cover and min-cover|K
∗
6′union. For the
Baire space, ¿K 	6tHeine–Borel and =K 	6tmin-cover holds.
(2) If the space (M; d; Q; ) has nice closed balls, fulJlls the e-ective covering and
di-erence property, then ′union6Hausdor- .
The representations ¿K, Heine–Borel, cover and 
=
K, min-cover, Hausdor- , 
′
range are
admissible. At least for spaces (M; d; Q; ) that have nice closed balls, and fulJll
the e-ective di-erence property, ′union is admissible as well.
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Fig. 4. Representations of compact sets.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have generalized the investigation of closed and compact subsets
of Euclidean space, as presented in [10], to the case of general computable metric
spaces. For several metric spaces we can derive a precise or at least a partial picture
of the lattice of hyperspace representations from our results. Here, a listing of some
properties of our example spaces (introduced in Section 2) that can be used for such
conclusions follows:
Nice Compact E-ective E-ective Isolated
closed balls closed balls Complete covering di-erence metric
Cantor space + + + + + +
Euclidean space + + + + + −
Baire space − − + + + +
Function space − − + + + −
Rational space − − − + + −
It should be mentioned that one can easily construct spaces which have nice closed balls
but not compact closed balls. Besides the space (K∗; dH;Q; Q) we have not discussed
whether the hyperspaces induced by the representations are computable metric spaces
themselves. Actually, in case of the symmetric representations this is possible under
certain assumptions [5]. In the non-symmetric cases the hyperspaces are not metrizable
and, especially, they cannot be considered as computable metric spaces. However, in
these cases the concept of a computable quasi-metric space is helpful, but this is out
of the scope of this paper (cf. [7]). Another interesting topic would be a comparison
of our results with related results which have been obtained in reverse mathematics
[22,12].
The development of computable analysis requires a continuation of the investigation
presented in this paper. For instance a comparable systematic study of function spaces
has not been carried out for the general metric case yet (cf. [26] for the Euclidean
case).
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